AL-KO AMS MAMMUT
THE CLEVER CARAVAN
MANOEUVERING SYSTEM

QUALITY FOR LIFE
PRECISE MANOEUVRING

AL-KO AMS Mammut has the power to move your caravan effortlessly. Inclines, kerbs and rough terrain can be overcome to position the vehicle into exactly the right spot without assistance.

The Mammut is clever beyond all other manoeuvring systems available. Light weight, with more ground clearance than the competitors, with a completely covered, water resistant body and controlled by a simple, easy to use joystick operated remote control unit.

POWERFUL, RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY
SIMPLE OPERATION
AL-KO AMS MAMMUT

REMOTE CONTROL LED INDICATORS
OVERCOME OBSTACLES

AL-KO AMS Mammut can be used on inclines up to 28%. This powerful system can overcome obstacles and kerbs up to 4cm in height.

The sleek and compact design of the AL-KO AMS Mammut ensures that maximum ground clearance is maintained and the risk of damage is reduced.

The lightweight design means that the AL-KO AMS Mammut system only weights 29kg (not incl. Battery).

AL-KO AMS Mammut provides a controlled, smooth start and stop when manoeuvring the caravan, with no ‘jerky’ movements.

AMS MAMMUT MOTOR AND ROLLERS

- Aluminium Rollers
- Sealed Aluminium Outer Cover (water resistant)
- Enclosed motor for engaging/disengaging rollers
- Enclosed control unit
AL-KO AMS MAMMUT

The Clever Caravan Manoeuvring System from AL-KO is available in Australia from 2011 onwards.

Additional features include:
• Auto switch off after 100 seconds of inactivity
• Immediate ‘stop on incline’ when joystick released
• 80AH ‘Wet or Gel’ battery required as separate power source.
• Auto position indicator – steering can be used from both sides
• Full 360 degree on the spot rotation
• Max incline –
  • Total weight 2,250kg = 13% incline
  • Total weight 1,800kg = 16% incline
  • Total weight 1,300kg = 28% incline

For more information on the AL-KO AMS Mammut, please call AL-KO on 1800 035 603 or visit www.alko.com.au